
CHANGING THE ODDS
FRIDAY · APRIL 26 · 12 PM — 1 PM
VIP RECEPTION AT 11 AM
THE SHERATON · 1400 6TH AVE · SEATTLE

In his 20-plus years with Harlem Children's Zone, Inc., Geoffrey Canada
has become nationally recognized for his pioneering work helping children
and families in Harlem and as a passionate advocate for education reform. 

GEOFFREY CANADA

$150 suggested contribution

 
Stand for Children is the most effective national
grassroots organization working to empower
parents and improve public education.

TURN OVER TO READ MORE



GEOFFREY CANADA

JONATHAN KOZOL
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER

Since 1990, Mr. Canada has been the President and Chief Executive
Officer for Harlem Children’s Zone, which The New York Times Magazine
called “one of the most ambitious social experiments of our time.”
In 2005, Geoffrey Canada was named one of “America’s Best Leaders” 
by U.S. News and World Report.

HARLEM CHILDREN’S ZONE         Covering 100 blocks in Central Harlem, NYC, and serving 17,000 children, the New York
Times Magazine said the HCZ “combines educational, social and medical services. It starts at birth and follows children
to college. It meshes those services into an interlocking web, and then it drops that web over an entire neighborhood…
The objective is to create a safety net woven so tightly that children in the neighborhood just can’t slip through.”

“One of the few authentic
heroes in New York and
one of the best friends
children have, or ever
will have, in our nation.”

Mr. Canada grew up in the South Bronx in a poor, sometimes-violent 
neighborhood. Despite troubled surroundings, he succeeded academically. 
After graduating with a masters in education from Harvard, he decided to 
work to help children who were struggling in poor neighborhoods.

In 2004, HCZ opened Promise Academy Charter Schools, which Harvard economist Roland Frye describes as having
successfully closed the black-white achievement gap. President Obama has touted Harlem Children’s Zone as a program 
that should be replicated in cities across the nation. Geoffrey Canada and HCZ have developed a proven model to end
the cycle of generational poverty.
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